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What about the manufacturing sector?



How industrial process improvement works
at a steel plant of a $16B revenue firm

PROBLEM: want to reduce faulty production (minimize scrap rate) 
DATA: 12k sensors across a production line

Sensors Available Sensors Stored Handpicked Sensors

5200

12000

Traditional Six Sigma  
techniques



Identify a few 
factors

Gather data for 
analysis

Traditional Six 
Sigma techniques

But, we have all this observational data. 

Let's use the latest ML model/technology!

How industrial process improvement works



What is fēro?

An industrial ML software application that empowers  
users to build interpretable, expertise-based, and safe  

ML models to improve their production.



Who uses fēro? How do they use fēro?
Our customers: 
‣ adaptively adjust production for 

dynamic recipes, 
‣ maximize uptime by predicting 

machine failures, 
‣ minimize faults by discovering new 

product configurations 
‣ address the root cause of complex 

quality and scrap issues, 
‣ identify ways to reduce emissions 

with existing hardware.



Lessons Learned



Lesson One 

Interpretability matters.



Sometimes you can't change the inputs



Interpretable Machine Learning

Factories have superb domain experts. 
We should complement their knowledge.

Typical AI/ML 
too much of a "black box"



Interpretable Machine Learning
NEED to be open.  NEED to show relationships.  NEED to be interpretable.

Future  
inputs

Predicted  
outputs

Input 1 
Input 2 
Input 3 
Input 4



Interpretable Machine Learning

Factories have superb domain experts. 
We should complement their knowledge.

Interpretable ML 
based on "white box" models

Typical AI/ML 
too much of a "black box"



Lesson Two 

Humans are part of "the loop".



Typical ML/AI works great when...

Advertisement: user clicks
We don't really know how to model  
people clicking on websites.

Social Network: face recognition We don't really know how to model  
2D images of 3D faces.

Media Company: recommendation We don't really know how to model  
people consuming media.

...and we can throw massive amounts of data at the problem.



Expertise-based Machine Learning

Factories are complex engineered systems. 
They operate on physical principles.

Typical AI/ML 
"one size fits all?"



Expertise-based Machine Learning
NEED to be tailored.  NEED to conform to constraints.  NEED to be bespoke.

Hierarchies

Time-series

Inter-arrival

Regression

Survival

Hypotheses

Customized solutions 
for specific use cases.



Expertise-based Machine Learning

Factories are complex engineered systems. 
They operate on physical principles.

Expertise-based ML 
based on custom compiled models

Typical AI/ML 
"one size fits all?"



Lesson Three 

Statistics is still "cool".



The cost of a mistake is enormous

A social network picks an irrelevant 
article or advertisement.

A media company recommends  
a boring clip or movie.

A factory produces an out of specification  
set of products, for 20 minutes.

$0.01

$100.00

$100,000.00



Safe Machine Learning

Factories have excellent workflows. 
They need to know when to trust predictions.

Typical AI/ML 
plain predictions aren't enough



Safe Machine Learning
NEED to be honest.  NEED to provide statistical guarantees.  NEED to be safe.

&÷äſœÂ ĭ± FeroML prediction (blue) vs. robust linear regression (purple), as compared to actual sensor

values (red). Fero’s predictions also come with a confidence interval; this help users decide when to

trust Fero’s predictions.
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Decreasing the frequency of maintenance (online spalling) has obvious cost reduction benefits. In

addition to this, there are additional benefits to gain from Fero’s ML software.

• Users can identify how different oil grades lead to different rates of coke buildup. By simulat-

ing different production schedules, users may extend the periods between spalling procedures

while optimizing oil flow.

• Users can decrease wear and tear of equipment and pipes due to fewer number of spallings.

They can reduce commondeteriorations aroundfittings causedby the erosive nature of spalling.

• Coke buildup acts as an insulator within the pipes. This is directly reflected in the increase of

temperature at which the coker unit heats the pipes. Users can minimize energy consumption

by simulating how much overheating is being caused by coke buildup.
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Our customer, a large 200,000+ bbl/d refinery, has successfully applied Fero ML to one of their

coker units. Fero was able to accurately identify the direct factors that contribute to coke buildup

and predict pipe temperature levels 19 out of 21 days. This gave our customer confidence in

leveraging their data in a novel and effective way. Our customer can now base their maintenance

scheduling on accurate forecasts, and will execute fewer spalling operations per year.

Success at the coker unit has raised the question: What else can be achieved with data from the

rest of the refinery? Fero is now exploring over 40 additional use cases with this customer.
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Safe Machine Learning

Factories have excellent workflows. 
They need to know when to trust predictions.

Safe Machine Learning 
based on statistical models

Typical AI/ML 
plain predictions aren't enough



META LESSON 

To create value, must change behavior. 

To change behavior, must empower users.
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